We shall consider the general problem of causal propagation for spinor fields, focus attention in particular on the case constituted by ELKO fields and will show that the problem of causal propagation for ELKO fields is always solvable.
Introduction
The problem of the causal propagation of matter fields, first discussed by Velo and Zwanziger in [1] , shows that matter fields may have bad propagation if higher-spins are considered: the reason for this fact is that higher-spin fields are postulated to satisfy higher-spin field equations, whose special forms, in presence of gauge interactions, let the aforementioned problems occur. Nevertheless, least-spin fields can still have bad propagation if they obey higher-order differential equations, because in these field equations the second-order derivatives of the field are derivatives of the torsion of the field, whose form gives rise to non-linearities and complicated dynamics leading to the same kind of problems.
On the other hand, the ELKO fields, recently introduced by Ahluwalia and Grumiller in [2] and [3] , are defined to be least-spin spinor fields described by higher-order differential equations, that is precisely the form of matter for which causality problems may arise.
In this paper, we will analyze the causal propagation for ELKO fields to see whether it can always be ensured.
Causal propagation
In the following, we will consider the causality problem as exposed by Velo and Zwanziger in their original paper [1] , and hereby we will briefly recall the general concepts. Roughly speaking, the analysis of Velo and Zwanziger is based on this fact: the equation that determines the propagation of the wavefronts is obtained by considering in the field equations only the highest-order derivative terms, then formally replacing the derivatives with a vector n and requiring the resulting equation to be singular; thus done, one obtains an equation called characteristic equation, whose solutions are in terms of the vector n and such that if n has the temporal component larger than the euclidean norm of the spatial components, then the fields have superluminal propagation.
In the simplest case in which the spinorial field verifies the simplest spinorial field equations, the characteristic equation is
which gives n with null norm maintaining the field within the light-cone; otherwise, to escape this situation it is necessary for the characteristic equation to be more complicated, which is the case when the field equations contain more terms of the highest-order derivatives: this situation occurs whenever higherspin fields are considered to be governed by higher-spin field equations, whose special forms give characteristic equations of general structure
in terms of some matrix Γ α and G ν , for which the vector n can have positive norms and thus the field can be boosted out of the light-cone. However, also for least-spin spinor fields there can be problems if they are governed by higher-order differential equations, since in these cases the second-order derivatives of the field become derivatives of the torsion of the field, and this yields characteristic equations of the general structure
in terms of some spinorial matrix A and C µν , admitting possible positive norms for n that correspond to propagation out of the light-cone for the fields.
ELKO fields

ELKO fields: structure of differential equations
We shall now consider the theory of ELKOs as exposed by Ahluwalia and Grumiller in their original papers [2] and [3] , and here we recall the general ideas. The ELKOs are spinors with spin-1 2 transformation law defined to be eigenstates of the charge-conjugation operator λ = γ 2 λ * up to a complex phase, as explained in the original references above and in [4] in terms of their classification, and as it is also explained in [5] where the relationship between ELKOs and Dirac spinors is discussed; because of this definition ELKOs enjoy special features, the most important of which being that they have mass dimension equal to 1 so that they must be described by second-order derivative Lagrangians, as it is explained in the references mentioned above and also in [6] where the relationship between ELKO and Dirac Lagrangians is studied. Finally, as it is carried along in [7] and [8] , the ELKOs and their dynamics can be generalized to the torsional case.
For these spinors the first property that needs be highlighted is that a generic ELKO λ has its own definition of ELKO dual ¬ λ, as it is shown and justified in the aforementioned references; for them the derivatives D µ are defined as usual, and in terms of the contorsionless derivatives ∇ µ we have the decomposition
in terms of the contorsion tensor K ρ µν and depending on the σ matrices, whereas the commutator of derivatives
is defined in terms of the torsion tensor Q ρ µν and the curvature tensor G ρ ηµν
and it depends on the σ matrices as well: both the contorsion and torsion tensors have one independent contraction given by Q ρ ρν = K ρ νρ = K ν = Q ν which we shall call Cartan vector, whereas the curvature tensor has only one independent contraction given by G ρ ηρν = G ην which we shall call Ricci tensor, with only one contraction given by G ην g ην = G called Ricci scalar. Finally, by taking the product of two derivatives of the spinor and the Ricci scalar one builds general second-order derivative Lagrangians.
We postulate the Lagrangian
in terms of m representing the mass of the field, and being the only parameter of the model. By varying this Lagrangian with respect to the spinor field, we get the corresponding field equations for the spinor as
which are second-order derivative field equations, with derivatives that contain contorsion and for which contorsion can be separated by writing
identically. By varying the Lagrangian with respect to any connection, or with respect to the contorsion, we get the corresponding field equations for the spin as
which relate the contorsion tensor to the spin tensor, this last tensor being written in terms of the spinor field derivatives in which contorsion can be separated apart by writing them as
and in which by means of the properties of the σ matrices we get to the form
where in the mixed term the product of the bilinear spinors and the contorsion tensor results to be factorized in order to let us reach a considerably simpler form for this relationship; however, this relationship is such that it determines contorsion as an implicit function of the contorsionless derivatives of the spinor field, and in order to invert it so as to explicitly get contorsion in terms of the contorsionless derivatives of the spinor field itself we may proceed by writing it as
in which the first term is the completely antisymmetric part of contorsion to be written as
and upon multiplication by ε αβζξ we first get
whose contraction is
while coming back to (15) we see that its internal contraction is given by
and these last two contractions give us a linear system of two equations in which the trace and the completely antisymmetric parts of the contorsion are the only two independent variables, so that we can solve the linear system for the two variables to get
and
giving the trace and the completely antisymmetric parts of the contorsion itself, which can eventually be used in equation (16) to work out from equation (15) the final result
where contorsion is expressed in terms of the contorsionless derivatives of the field identically. This expression can be inserted into equations (10) where the contorsionless derivatives of contorsion of the field is the contorsionless derivatives of contorsionless derivatives of the field, resulting in field equations containing only contorsionless derivatives of the field but such that the highest-order contorsionless derivatives of the field has now got a more complicated structure.
And as a consequence of the more complicated structure these field equations will have, we shall expect a correspondingly complicated structure of the characteristic equation.
ELKO fields: causally propagating solutions
The resulting characteristic equation is indeed complicated, as it is of the general form given by (3) where
with a structure that can admit for n time-like solutions. However, it is clear that causally propagating solutions do exist; to see that consider first that contorsion can actually be expressed in terms of the fields only if some bilinear spinors are limited by bounds given by weak-field conditions: since these weak-field conditions can be considered in the most extreme case where the bilinear spinors are all much smaller than the unity, the above matrices are such that C µη is negligible compared to A which can be developed in series reducing to
implying that the characteristic equation (3) admits only light-like solutions for n corresponding to causal propagation for the fields. This indicates that under extreme weak-field conditions causal propagation for these spinors is ensured, even though these extreme weak-field conditions are not needed to ensure causal propagation should particular forms of the ELKOs be assumed.
Conclusion
In the present paper, we have shown that the causal propagation for ELKO fields can always be preserved.
Because causal propagation for ELKO fields is assured, these field theories are clearly strengthened.
Furthermore, it has been recently pointed out in [9] that the ELKO structure endows the theory with a preferred axis of locality; this is in line with the existence of a preferred direction whose evidence has been discussed in [10] .
Moreover, ELKO models appear to be one of the most promising form of matter that can account for inflation, as in [11] , in [12] , [13] and [14] . And finally, ELKO theories seems to be one of the best candidate for dark matter, as presented in [15] and [16] .
All these aspects of ELKO theories certainly contribute to let them occupy a privileged place within the standard model of cosmology.
